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 Marvel’s newest streaming series, Moon Knight, features 
esteemed actor Oscar Isaac playing the lead role of Steven Grant 
aka Marc Spector aka Moon Knight. 
 When the series announced, it left the many questions to 
be answered. For starters, most Marvel fans never dreamt of      
seeing a Moon Knight on screen. Let alone getting his own limited 
series on Disney+. Let alone being played by Oscar Isaac. 
 Yet here we are. 
 The character is usually written off as Marvel’s attempt at 
character that would rival Batman. And as such, is usually         
relegated to a B or C superhero listing. In fact, in most stories, 
Moon Knight lacks supernatural powers. Rather he relies on his 
keen detective skills and his insane threshold for pain.  
 Indeed, the character is a member of the West Coast 
Avengers and has been given some high-profile storylines within 
the Marvel Universe, so maybe it was time to bring the character 
to the MCU? 
 The series is a mere six episodes, with the first clocking in 
at a respectable 47 minutes. The show wastes no time in thrusting 
the viewer into Stern’s world and just how chaotic it truly is. 
 However, one of the coolest easter eggs done by Marvel 
has occurred.  

 Just past the five-minute mark of the episode, Stern catches a student on a fieldtrip at the British Museum stuff trash into a miniature model 
of an Egyptian pyramid. 
 In the exchange, there are a lot of details that allude to Marc Spector's death in literally the first five minutes of this show. When Grant is 
talking to a young girl at the museum and mentions how Egyptians believed in being judged in the underworld, the girl asks Grant if it bothered 
him that he didn't pass the underworld's test. At this point, Grant also has no idea he's 
living alongside Spector. 
 This is further escalated through great cinematography showing reflections of 
Grant via windows, mirrors, and even puddles. 
 Yet, the true easter egg comes when he is talking to the little girl. There is a 

QR code on the wall behind 
them, and if scanned, it will 
lead you to a free digital 
issue of Werewolf By Night 
#32, which includes the first 
appearance by Moon 
Knight. 
 It appears that this 
might be a running gag so 
make sure you keep your 
eyes out for those QR 
codes! 
 And speaking of 
Werewolf By Night, behind 
the earlier announced of 
James Gunn’s Guardians of 
the Galaxy Holiday Special 

for Christmas, came the announcement of Disney+’s Halloween special: Werewolf By 
Night. 
 Golden Globe winner, Gael Garcia Bernal will play Jack Russell. 
Marvel and Disney are doing their best to keep things hushed around the filming of the 
special, but one thing is for certain, we can almost certainly expect to not see Bernal in 
Moon Knight. 
 We may be in for a cameo by Black Knight, however, played by Kit Harington 
in The Eternals. 

The QR code can be seen in the upper left hand corner of the frame, just above the little girl. 

Dane Whitman’s hand touching the fabled sword of the Black 

Knight at the Natural History Museum of London during the     

post-credit scene of The Eternals. 

by Ailene Roque 
 Every month, Netflix introduces a variety of new titles, including a fair number of    
binge-worthy shows that quickly climb their way into the top ten and become newly               
distinguished favorites. Released on January 28, the hit show, All Of Us Are Dead, is no              
exception as the Korean drama continues to maintain its spot in the top ten category.  
 The premise of the show takes place in Hyosan High School, where a group of students 
are forced to survive a zombie outbreak that takes place on their school campus. What makes 
this show unique is the school setting where students face a drastic change from everyday 
school life to battling zombified classmates and teachers.  
 All Of Us Are Dead introduces a compelling group of teens who face similar hardships 
as they are forced by fate to team up for survival. With friendships, love, and a future that               
remains unguaranteed, the group of student’s bond with one another and learn the value of trust 
and loyalty. However, that is not to say the show is clear of betrayal and sacrifices.  
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